Quantitative atomic force microscopy image analysis of unusual filaments formed by the Acanthamoeba castellanii myosin II rod domain.
We describe a quantitative analysis of Acanthamoeba castellanii myosin II rod domain images collected from atomic force microscope experiments. These images reveal that the rod domain forms a novel filament structure, most likely requiring unusual head-to-tail interactions. Similar filaments are seen also in negatively stained electron microscopy images. Truncated myosins from Acanthamoeba and other model organisms have been visualized before, revealing laterally associated bipolar minifilaments. In contrast, the filament structures that we observe are dominated by axial rather than lateral polymerization. The unusually small features in this structure (1-5 nm) required the development of quantitative and statistical techniques for filament image analysis. These techniques enhance the extraction of features that hitherto have been difficult to ascertain from more qualitative imaging approaches. The heights of the filaments are observed to have a bimodal distribution consistent with the diameters of a single rod domain and a pair of close-packed rod domains. Further quantitative analysis indicates that in-plane association is limited to at most a pair of rod domains. Taken together, this implies that the filaments contain no more than four rod domains laterally associated with one another, somewhat less than that seen in bipolar minifilaments. Analysis of images of the filaments decorated with an anti-FLAG antibody reveals head-to-tail association with mean distances between the antibodies of 75 +/- 15 nm. We consider a set of molecular models to help interpret possible structures of the filaments.